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The Dig (Just another transgression by the
INFIDELS) After Battle Report by Doug Wildfong
In 1914, in the Algerian desert, there had been an on-going search for
artifacts looking to prove the little remaining writings about the
connection between the Phoenician wanderings and the establishment of
Carthage as a great trading and maritime empire. French archaeologists
had discovered what they believed would be the clear answers to the
question and had just started to explore “the dig” site when the First
World War broke out.
Local Tuareg and Berber Arabs, lead by Sheik Ali Ahmed, had taken
up arms and threatened to expel or kill the archaeology party if they did
not stop their infernal search, and leave the past and their heritage to a
peaceful rest. The nearby garrison of the French Foreign Legion was
assigned the security of the site and a long-standing friendship between
the garrison’s leader and the Sheik was hoped to quell hostilities.
The coming of the War pulled in all the far-flung regiments of the
Legion from all the corners of the French Colonial Empire. The
exploration of the dig had to be stopped as there was no protection for
the archaeologists. After 4 plus years the war ended, and the Legion units
were returned to their posts. The archaeologists once again pushed for
the site to be reopened even though several of them had been kidnapped
by the Tuaregs, and brutally tortured, then left on the doorstep of the
Legion post as a grizzly warning. The French Algerian Governor stepped
in, approved the re-start of the dig, and demanded the local Legion post
protect it from any Arab interference. The dig site has been progressing
for many days. The archaeologists and diggers go about their exploration,
being helped by some legionnaires while others are busy with camp
routines and drilling (endless drilling). The site shows some ancient ruins,
an abandoned ruined village of more recent times, one mostly intact
building, a water hole, and the camp shared by the legion and diggers.

The early morning quiet is broken by the shouts, curses and trilling of
Arab attackers breaking cover and rushing toward the site and the blaring
of the Bugler’s call to fighting positions.
The Arab strategy was to outflank the site with their mounted warriors
while pining down the defenders with a head on charge.

The Legion and the diggers would try to make their escape with the
artifacts recovered so far.
And then there was Corporal Marston. He had the most forward position
along with the Hotchkiss M.G. As the Arabs closed toward the site, he
inexplicably moved out of the protection of the ruins to engage the
Arabs. There was much shouting at him to return and murmurs of an
eventual Courts Martial (should he survive) but return he would not and
his entire command paid the price. It seems going “Mono e Mono” with
enraged Arabs was not the best choice. The melee was quick and deadly
and soon the gunners had lost the Hotchkiss and Corporal Marston was
left with only 2 legionaries. At this same time the diggers and professors
collected the artifacts taken from the dig so far and began porting them
off to the East away from the Arab attack. It seems that half a treasure is
better than none.

The rest of the legionaries formed in their squads and took positions to
fire on and blunt the forces moving to surround them.

Sargent Owen fell back from the camp and moved into a position on the
opposite side to try and slow down the Arab movement with well-placed
volleys. The diggers and archaeologists were badly slowed by deep soft
sand.

By this time the Arab horse had gotten to a position to intercept the diggers
making of with the artifacts. Now Colonel Japp appeared, as if from the vail
and lead a squad of legionaries to pour fire into the converging horsemen.

The horsemen then diverted into the cover of the oasis, and then
suddenly charged Colonel Japp’s men.

The legionaries’ shooting was deadly, and the Arab horse retreated with
staggering losses. Then the Cameleers broke into the open and
threatened the hustling diggers who had been slowed by deep, soft sand.

But before the Cameleers could charge there was again the ear-splitting
peel of rifle fire of Japp’s legionaries and the antiquated arms of the
digger’s column. When the smoke cleared, the only camel rider left
standing was the leader L’eriqe El’ derish. For no reason of sound mind,
Japp and El’ derish went for each other Mono’e mono’. Providence
favored Japp and El’derish was seen off in a humbling retreat.

During the inquest, testimony revealed that Corporal Marston was
deemed a hero while Sargent Owen was not seen again. Colonel Japp was
decorated again (there was no merit in this) and after all it is the destiny
of the Legion to be heroes, and the Professors and diggers laboriously
hauled off the treasure.
It can now be viewed in the Louver, for those who get excited about such
things.

The Firefly Campaign
Part 1: The Setting
By Doug Marston
This month, the players in the Firefly Campaign will be participating in the fifth episode
of the Campaign. A new episode of the campaign is being played once per month during the
club’s Friday Night Fights. The campaign is based on the television series Firefly.
Firefly is an American space Western drama television series, created by writer and
director Joss Whedon. The series was inspired by the book The Killer Angels by Michael Shaara,
a story about the battle of Gettysburg. This novel also was the source for the movie Gettysburg.
Firefly is regarded by many as one of the bests science fiction television series which
ever aired. Unfortunately, the series consisted of 14 episodes and one feature film: Serenity.
Even though it ran for only one season from 2002-2003, it has emerged as a cult classic.
Many commentators view it as one of the best written and most imaginative science
fiction series. Several factors contributed to its cancellation. First the episodes were shown out
of order. It had a bad times slot. It never had any real network support.
The premise of the series can be found in one of its prologues:
Here's how it is: (The) Earth got used up, so we (moved out, and) terraformed a
whole new galaxy of Earths, some rich and flush with new technologies, some not
so much. (The) Central Planets, them as formed the Alliance, waged war to bring
everyone under their rule; a few idiots tried to fight it, among them myself. I'm
Malcolm Reynolds, captain of Serenity. She's a transport ship, Firefly class. Got a
good crew: fighters, pilot, mechanic. We even picked up a preacher for some
reason, and a bona fide companion. There's a doctor, too, took his genius sister
from some Alliance camp, so they're keeping a low profile, (you understand). You
got a job, we can do it, don't much care what it is."

The story revolves around the life of Malcom Reynolds, captain of the Firefly, an
interstellar tramp freighter. The series is set in the ‘’Verse,’ a star cluster, of the likes of the triple
star system Alpha Centauri in the year 2517. The ‘Verse consists of five main sequence stars,
around which orbit seven protostars, seven gas giants, three separate asteroid belts, seventy-five
planets, and one hundred forty-nine moons. Four of the main sequence stars orbit a central star.
At the center of the verse is the Union of Allied Planets, otherwise known as “The
Alliance,” a crypto-fascist oligarchy dominated by a number of large corporations. It is
nominally governed by a Parliament, whose members are oligarchs; no one else can afford to run
for office.
The ‘Verse has an exploitive economy, much like the Panem in the Hunger Games. The
inner planets of Alliance space are prosperous where its citizens enjoy a high standard of living
and the latest scientific innovations. The border and rim planets which lie outside of the core
worlds have a subsistence economy resembling the 19th century American old west. At least for
the purposes of the campaign, the marked difference between the core worlds and the worlds
outside of the core is due to the Alliance sucking all of the resources out of the outer planets,
much like the Hunger Games.
Like The Hunger Games’ Panem, the outer planets rebelled, seeking their independence
from the Alliance. The rebellion was brutally suppressed. Unlike the Hunger Games, the losing
planets are not required to send tributes to complete in bloody arena games. This probably is
because the Alliance Parliament never thought of it!

Captain Reynolds and his first officer Zoe are veterans of that rebellion. Zoe is married
to Wash, who also serves as the ship’s pilot. Other members of the crew include Kaylee, the
ship’s engineer, Jayne who serves as the ship’s psychopathic muscle, Shepard Book, a pastor
with a dubious background, the companion Inara, Simon Tam, the ship’s doctor, and Simon’s
sister, River, who serves as the ship’s resident crazy person
Much like the former Confederate soldiers following the fall of the Confederacy, the crew
of the Firefly is trying to scratch out a living. They fly around the verse looking for jobs,
transporting goods and passengers from planet to planet, smuggling other goods, salvaging
derelict ships, and engaging in the occasional criminal activity.

Episode 5: The Hineman Files
There is no news. There's the truth of the signal. What l see. And, there's the puppet
theater. . . the Parliament jesters foist on the somnambulant public. -- Mr. Universe
Goal 1. Must be solid with Mr. Universe.
Travel to Cortex Relay 7 and deal with Mr. Universe. Goal complete.
Goal 2: Hack files
Travel to Londinium and hack into the files of the Woodhaven Clinic to obtain the records of
Dr. Iris Hineman
Misbehave x2
Tech 10; Ace: Hacking Rig.
1-5 Warrant Issued
6-9 Attempt Botched
10+ Files hacked. Goal complete.
Goal 3: Dr. Hineman’s files are encrypted with the Alliance’s strongest codes. It is well
beyond the ability of a ship’s crew to break this encryption.
Travel to Kalidasa: Sho-Je Downs to have the talented cryptographer Rui Hachiouji and
Pay her 10,000 credits to decrypt the files.
Goal 4: Get Information on Renning's Syndrome
Must have Medic in crew.
Travel to Osirus (Medical Academy).
Misbehave x2
Talk to neurologist to explain Dr. Hineman’s work.
Talk 10
1-6 Warrant Issued
7-9 Botched
10+ Goal achieved.
Goal 5: Deliver Data to Mr. Universe
Return to Mr. Universe (Cortex Relay 7)
The Alliance has found us out!
Move operative’s corvette to your sector
Apply usual corvette effects.
Try to bluff your way out:
Talk 10
1-9 Fight 10
1-9 Warrant Issued. Data files seized.
10 Evade
10
Data delivered to Mr. Universe. Goal achieved.

This is a part of the ongoing perspective of members as to their favorite
war-games, boardgames, etc.

My Top Ten Boardgames (In no particular order)
By Matt Vigil
Chess: This has stood the test of time. a skill vs skill game. No luck is involved
in this game.
Panzer Blitz: Played this in junior high. At the time, I thought this was the
greatest game of all time. To this day it still has some of the best looking
counters out there.
Chinese Checkers: A good game for the holidays, when it’s easy to round up six
players.
Broadside: Played this in the ’60’s. Simple game mechanic. Remove a sail when
you take a hit. It;s always cool when you “cross the T.” Thanks to Bill Daniel, I
have an original copy and still it.
Risk: The perfect beer and pizza game as you try to conquer the world. If your
the first one knocked out, there is still beer.
Stalingrad: Also played this in junior high, back then I thought this game was
intense. “We’re playing the entire Russian front!” It has railroad movement,
weather, overruns, and the all time immense attack.
Feudal: This has hidden deployment and you always get an Oh S*** when the set
up screen is removed.
Panzer Grenadier: A nice middle ground between Panzer Blitz and Squad Leader.
Shogun: One of the most beautiful games I have played. An Axis and Allies type
of play to it. Best with five players, when alliances and treachery give it a true
period flavor.
Backgammon: A classic. Even females will play this one!

!

BOOK REVIEW: Sons of Freedom, The Forgotten American Soldiers Who Defeated Germany
in World War I, by Geoffrey Wawro, Basic Books, 2018. Reviewed by John F. Owen.
In the February 2018 newsletter I reviewed David Stevenson’s With Our Backs to the Wall. That
volume so blatantly inflated the BEF contribution to the German collapse, and simultaneously
minimized that of the Americans, that a rebuttal could be expected at some point. Here it is!
Wawro traces the course of the First World War, including events leading up to the U.S.
declaration of war in April 1917. Especially telling is the state of the U.S. Army at that time, and
how woefully unprepared and undersized it was for the task it then faced (Woodrow Wilson
evidently thought that remaining militarily unprepared would help avoid entering the conflict –
and parenthetically guarantee his re-election in 1916!).
Also explored in depth are the statements of both Allied and German political and military
leaders in regard to American participation, and what form they thought it might take. The
author spares no pains to describe the lack of training by the AEF in Western Front warfare
(even after an extended period in France). This was coupled with the sadly inept leadership
that many U.S. units were saddled with initially, resulting in casualty rates that shocked even the
callous British and French. Wawro describes the grinding offensive battles undertaken by
Pershing’s armies, and is unstinting in praise for the German defensive planning and tenacious

fighting, which prevented a total rout, and helped maintain the illusion that their army was never
decisively beaten.
The work also describes in agonizing detail the lack of training, tactics, and leadership –
sometimes in the face of weak resistance - in the AEF’s epochal Meuse-Argonne battle.
Pershing is roundly criticized for his naïve view of using masses of men against well fortified
positions (often without adequate artillery preparation), as are a plethora of his corps and
division commanders. Despite wholesale removal of commanders at all levels – both
competent and incompetent (or perhaps because of it), morale and results improved only
marginally. The horrendous casualties among company grade officers was also a contributing
factor.
At the end, the reader is left in no doubt that the American contribution was the salient one, and
he reinforces that with declining British and French army strengths, corresponding low morale of
these forces, and frequently defeatist attitudes of their military and political chiefs. Tellingly,
Wawro titles one of his chapters “With Our Backs Against the Wall”, a rather obvious reference
to the work previously reviewed.
Despite the incredibly high AEF losses sustained in the Meuse-Argonne, he convincingly
demonstrates that this was the one sector of the front where the Germans had no more room to
retreat, and the inevitable loss of the Sedan rail junction would completely collapse their supply
effort. Ironically, the Americans were within half a dozen miles of Sedan – facing weak and
disorganized German resistance – when the Armistice was declared. Capture of that vital rail
junction, the author asserts, would, in cooperation with the British and French, have bagged
hundreds of thousands of the remaining – and exhausted - Germans on the Western Front.
Wawro concludes with a summary of the many problems of the peace settlement, and its
consequences. Included is the observation that despite British and French exhaustion, the
prosecution of the Allied offensive by a couple more weeks may have obviated the need for
another one twenty-five years later.

UNIT OF THE MONTH

(Not Sponsored)
Member Name

Scale

Greg Cornell

Manufacturer

Era

Unit

1/1200 Dystopian Wars

SciFi

Japan

Eric Elder

1:3000 Navwar

WWII

HMS Rodney

Scott Holder

28mm

Front Rank

AWI

Pulaski’s Legion

David Newport

15mm

Old Glory 15s

Ancients

Gauls

Terry Shockey

25mm

Unknown

Various

Adventurous Santa & Arab
Warrior

GAME OF THE MONTH
Total Escape Games Sponsor
Member Name

Scale

Era

Rules

Description

Greg Cornell

20mm

WWII

Memoir ‘44

John Brown &
Larry Irons

15mm

Ancients

L’Art D’le Guerre Romans vs the World

Jeff Lambert

15mm

WWII

Flames of War

Firestorm: Tunisia

Doug Wildfong*

28mm

Inter Wars

The Men Who
Would Be King

March or Die: Algeria

*Denotes this month’s winner
Each month CMH members host games at the monthly meeting. This award is for
the effort put out by the host.

ALGERIA 1919

MEMOIR ‘44

TUNISIA WWII

ADLG : ROME VS THE WORLD

CMH March Scheduled Events
This table shows what events are scheduled for CMH. Next months Friday
Night Fights (FNF) and the monthly meeting (MM) are listed. It is recommended
to schedule your game for future meetings and will appear on this page.
Date

Meeting

Location

Start Time

March 1

FNF

TBD

7PM

March 8

FNF

TBD

7PM

March 10

MM

Baker Rec Center

12 - 5PM

March 15

FNF

TEG

7PM

March 22

FNF

TEG

7PM

March 29

FNF

TBD

7PM

TEG - Total Escape Games
6831 W. 120th Ave.
Suite C
Broomfield CO 80020

TECH - Thornton Estates Club House
3600 E. 88th Ave
Thornton CO

www.totalescapegames.com

FNF (TBD) may or may not occur due to a lack of a scheduled host/location.
Also Look for FNF schedule at cmhweb.org or CMH in Yahoo Groups

COMING EVENTS:
March 10: ADLG Games presented by Larry Irons & John Brown
All Quiet On the Martian Front by Terry Shockey
March 14-17:

Cold Wars Lancaster Host Lancaster PA

April 25-28:

Little Wars Lombard IL

July 11-14:

Historicon Lancaster Convention Center, Lancaster PA
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Colorado military Historians (CMH) is a non-profit
organization whose purpose is to promote historical
wargaming and the study of military history. Founded
in 1965, CMH meets monthly on the second Sunday of
the month, except in May when it is deferred to the
third Sunday. The meeting starts at noon at the Baker
Recreational Center, 6751 Irving Street ( just a few
blocks west of Federal Blvd), Denver CO. The club
also hosts gaming at least one Friday night a month,
called “Friday Night Fights” (FNF) at 7 PM. FNF will be
held at several various locations. See previous
schedule or view the website for latest information.
CMH maintains ties with numbers local, regional and
national groups to help promote the hobby. CMH is
governed by member-elected officers who serve on
the Board of Directors (executive board). Terms are
one year, with elections held at the May meeting. New
members are accepted after attending three CMH
functions and a vote of the membership. Dues are
$45.00 per year, payable in January. Members wishing
to receive a snail-mail newsletter subscription must
pay an additional fee of $15.00 per year. Authors
retain ownership of articles and graphics published.
CMH reserves the right to edit or reject submissions to
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